
British Orienteering Federation 
 

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE 
Newton Hall Farm, Newton in Cartmel, Saturday May 22nd at 4:30 p.m. 

 
Present: Mark Saunders (Chair), Derek Allison (Programme Director), Jason Inman 
(Junior Coaches), Dave Peel (Senior Coach), Dave Harrison (Senior Selector), Jon 
Duncan (Athlet Rep'), Dave Rollins, Mhairi Mackenzie (Junior Athlete Representative),  

1 Apologies for Absence. 

Jon Musgrave (Coach), Hilary Bloor (Programme Administrator) & Robin Field (in lieu of 
BOF Vice Chairman) 

2 Minutes of the Meeting held on November 9th  2003  

The minutes of the meeting were accepted as a true record. Minutes to be published on 
the BOF website.     Action DA 

3 International Committee Composition, Communication and Responsibilities. 

The BOF Committe Structure has been revised. It was felt that staff representatives 
expertise made a vital contribution to the meeting. Mark Saunders to discuss this with 
Robin Field.      Action MS/RF 

It was agreed that a member with specific responsibility for the BOF hosting of 
International events should be co-opted onto the committee. Action MS/RF 

It was noted that marketing/promoting the sport was in the operational plan actions but not 
on the remit of the committee, this contradiction needed tidying. Action MS/RF 

Coresponding members from all the Associations had not been sent papers for the 
meeting. These members need to be identified to enable this to happen in the future. 

      Action DA 

The communication and responsibilities were agreed subject to the above comments. 

4. Representation from International committe on Development Committe. 

It was agreed that for the first meeting of the revised Development Committee, Mark would 
represent International Committee. This would then be reviewed with the possibility that 
Derek may attend future meetings.    Action MS 

5 BOF Strategic and Operational plans 

These were reviewed. It was pointed out that item ‘e’ on the comments and observations 
should include a reference to the ECSG and JCSG.   Action MS 

6 Appeal against selection 

Mark reported the outcome of the Appeal against a selectors decision.  

The following would be clearly documented on the BOF General Selection Policy 
documents and published on the BOF Website: 

Specific criteria for each selected activity, produced by the selectors/coaches.  

The contribution of the coaches to the selection process. 

The mechanism for notification of selection decisions. 

The use of teleconferencing facilities should a selector be unable to attend a meeting. 

     Action DA 



It was agreed that the summary of the appeal would be published to the athletes with a 
little more explanation from Jon to give the context of the recommendations.  

Action JD/MS 

Apart from the time to undertake the appeal, which must be quicker, an appeal made 
within 5 days and a response within a further week? It was agreed that the process had 
been good and Mark should document it for the procedures manual. See item 8. 
      Action MS 

The possibility of an appeal against an appeal was raised. Derek to investigate what other 
sports do under such circumstances, examples of Judo and Swimming were suggested. 
UKSC to be contacted for advice.    Action DA 

It was agreed that we should identify possible members of the appeal panel for the future. 

      Action All 

PMN Tony Thornley had agreed to have his name put forward. 

7 Funding for 2003 onwards 

Derek gave an update on the position with funding. A submission in the autumn for the 
2005-2009 period had been requested by UKSC. The performance at the World 
Championships in Sweden was expected to be a factor. UKSC has decided to withdraw 
APA funding from the Performance athletes as from the end of September. Sport England 
had yet to notify BOF of their decision on APA’s.   

8 International and Tour manual 

It had been proposed that a manual of basic procedures covering these activities is 
produced – e.g. containing things such as the Appeals Procedure. Dave Peel outlined an 
initial proposed contents list. Dave Rollins agreed to document Team Manager guidance 
such as a ‘kit list’ over the next few activities. Other procedures to be allocated to Derek or 
Hilary for initial drafts.    Action DA/HP/DR 

9 Low Parkamoor 

Derek reported that the Squad funds group had not supported the Lowparkamoor project. 
This was still being discussed in the light of the JK questionnaire. Other possibilities at 
Graythwaite were being considered. 

It was suggested that ‘rich orienteers’ be investigated as a possible envestment 
opportunity.     Action DA 

10 WADA Policy and Implementation Mechanism 

Derek reported that the ‘rowing WADA athlete notification mechanism’ had involved 
notifying a town and mobile telephone number as a contact rather than detailed 
information of actual whereabouts. The UKSC drugs unit was now involved and it had 
been agreed that after the Olympics BOF would contact them and the IOF to progress. 

      Action DA 

11  IOF Elite Events proposals 

Derek reported on the IOF proposals. Athletes views were not unanamous and therefore a 
‘BOF view’ was not submitted. Further discussions were to take place at the World 
Championships in September; it was still hoped that the World Cup in England would 
become the 2005 European Championships.   Action TP/RF/DA 

12 Any Other Business 



Jason requested that due to fixtures demands for the 20’s more co-ordination of dates for 
the FCC and UK Cup be considered. The problem of the ‘percieved need’ for the junior 
fixtures to have a geographical spread was noted.  Action DP/HP 

13 Date of next meeting 

It was agreed that the Inaugural weekend, although busy, was the best time for the next 
meeting so it was set for Saturday the 11th December 2004.  Action DA 


